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The global population just passed 7 billion people and demographers say to expect a population of 8 billion by
 Similarly, decisions regarding the specification and purchase of in-store displays at Best Buy required the
involvement and support of everyone from store operations to the teams responsible for branding and
customer experience. In the case of Dell notebooks, improvements will require coordination across a highly
complex supply chain. We discussed sustainable packaging, their recent partnership with EcoCradle
Mushroom Packaging , doing good as good business, and much more. The IT Supplier Management team not
only works with IT and each strategic partner to establish what those goals are but also meets frequently with
partners as the relationship evolves via quarterly business reviews QBRs to evaluate the partnership
performance. Having a sustainability strategy is a good place to start, and for the successful company is
becoming table stakes. In the case of Dell, product purchasing needed to work closely with supplier
management and third-party ODMs to drive improvements in supplier energy efficiency that will reduce the
embedded energy in notebooks. Practical application of those principles is how we deliver technology that
enables customers to do more for their business, research, or educational mission. Our first result was bamboo
packaging, which not only works great at protecting product on its way to the customer, but also helps
promote a healthier supply chain, not just minimize impact on one section of it. Many companies leverage
hundreds of vendors to support their IT operations as well as a select core of strategic partners with whom they
collaborate for mutual success. In this way our mushroom packaging is a complement to bamboo. We will
explore the other focus areas in subsequent blogs. In our instance, we developed the business case, socialized
it to build support, and then took it to Michael and the Executive Leadership Team. Rahim Kanani: When
implemented and scaled, what will be the impact of these measures on the environment? Achieving total
lifecycle sustainability will take significant time and effort, making it important for companies to start simple
and build momentum through early wins. Success in sustainable procurement requires alignment and
engagement with a range of internal stakeholders who influence the design, specification and use of purchased
products and services. So we continue to develop a portfolio of materials that makes sense in the local
geography. But we start to get out of that sweet spot when we start to talk about servers produced in Texas or
Mexico. Overall, the Strategic Partnership process lays the groundwork and defines the expectations for one of
the most important IT collaborative relationships. One on one conversations with enterprise, small business,
and individual customers highlighted recurring themes about making packaging smaller, more sustainable, and
recyclable. There was the big computer company and the tiny startup. But as products increase in complexity
and the specifications become unique to the company, supplier relationships must become more strategic, and
the focus should be on partnering with suppliers to build their capacity for producing products with enhanced
sustainability characteristics. Rahim Kanani: Reflecting back on Dell's efforts to become more sustainable in
their endeavors, is doing good good for business? Establish a clear business case for purchasing more
sustainable products. So how do we help ensure people have a brighter future instead of a declining one in the
face of traditional commodities and natural resources? How did Dell decide to collaborate with Ecovative
Design on this venture? We became intrigued with the use of rapid renewable natural fibers and wondered if
we could cross-pollinate some agricultural technologies to high tech. But I think Michael Dell deserves credit
for being the catalyst within Dell. But to be honest, it was a radical challenge to create an engineered
protective structure from cotton hulls and mushroom mycelium to replace polyethylene foam for high dollar
servers. In our next blog in this series, Rich Eckler, Sr. At Dell our sustainable packaging programs reflect the
kind of sustainable innovation and can-do spirit that is part of our culture. Oliver Campbell: Yes, there is no
question that implementing sustainable practices and participating in meaningful giving programs is good for
business. The CSP is developing tools and approaches for sustainable procurement that will benefit the wider
network of companies interested in integrating this into their overall sustainability priorities. Companies
pursuing sustainable procurement must establish a clear business case for purchasing more sustainable
products. We met Ecovative at an environmental conference and subsequently had them come down to Austin
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to discuss a development program. We are actively looking for ways to engage a wider audience of
companies, both individually and via trade associations, on these challenges. Currently Dell is on track to
eliminate 20 million pounds of packaging by and has already surpassed our goal of a percent reduction in
packaging volume. Since his promotion, Dell has become a world leader in sustainable packaging, reducing its
packaging material use by  But this requires management of long-term strategic relationships with a small
number of key suppliers, called original design manufacturers ODMs. To build understanding and support,
Dell began with energy efficiency, which is relatively easy to measure and promises tangible benefits for
suppliers as well as Dell. We both anticipated challenges and setbacks in merging the biotechnology with the
packaging engineering in the yearlong development effort.


